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t Sauder, we are committed to making the process 

 of buying and selecting pews as easy — and fruitful  

— as we can. This booklet leads you step-by-step 

through the decision path:  from pew body style and pew end, through the 

type of bookracks that are right for you. Some steps — in particular, the 

selection of a fabric — will require more input than this piece alone can 

provide. Also, keep in mind that we manufacture chairs designed for the 

worship environment. So be sure to keep in touch with your Sauder 

representative. Thank you for your interest in Sauder.

A
 YOU’RE CONSIDERING A MAJOR INVESTMENT.

3

featuring

DEFINITY®

SEATING
Seating for the way people sit.

See page 14

�
Only from

Exclusive!
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Pew Body 301-6426 

Pew Body 301-7326

Pew Body 301-4016

available with  

DEFINITY
®

SEATING

available with  

DEFINITY
®

SEATING

rom a full wood seat  
and back to an 

upholstered seat with a fabric 
back, Sauder offers a full 
range of pew bodies to fi t a 
wide range of seating needs.

Whatever choice is right for 
you, all of our pews have 
ergonomically contoured 
seats and backs for maximum 
comfort.

F
Pew Bodies

See page 14 for more               
information on           
Definity Seating
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Pew Body 301-7226

HIGH-BACK PEWS AVAILABLE 
IN ALL PEW BODY STYLES

available with  

DEFINITY®

SEATING

available with  

DEFINITY®

SEATING

available with  

DEFINITY®

SEATING

High-Back Installations

P          itched balconies can be 
          a hazard to individuals 
walking between pews.

Sauder’s High-Back design 
extends the backs of the pews 
higher for safety, so worship-
pers are less likely to lose 
their balance or pitch forward 
across the pew in front.

Space-saving back extensions 
also help provide modesty 
screening, increased seating
capacity, and lower total 
building costs.



Cottage Hill Baptist Church
Mobile, AL
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Pew End 302-1739

Pew End 302-1725

Pew End 302-1701

Pew End 302-1760

Pew End 302-1755

Pew End 302-1705

Pew End 302-1723

Pew End 302-1700

Pew End 302-1713 
(Symbol is optional.)
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Pew End 302-1306

Pew End 302-4160
(Shown with Symbol 315-4103) 

Pew End 302-4109

Pew End 302-4201
(Shown with Symbol 315-4118) 

Pew End 302-4184

Pew End 302-1356

Pew End 302-1308 Pew End 302-1312

Pew End 302-1370
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Pew End 302-2315

Pew End 302-4509

Pew End 302-2130

Pew End 302-4785

Pew End 302-2200

Pew End 302-4309

Pew End 302-2582Pew End 302-2511Pew End 302-2085
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Pew End 302-2315

Pew End 302-4509

Pew End 302-2130

Pew End 302-4785

Pew End 302-2200

Pew End 302-4309

Pew End 302-2582Pew End 302-2511Pew End 302-2085
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08

01

308-0143
Continuous (Optional 
lower placement shown)

308-0547
Underseat  4-Book

Also available
2-Book or continuous

308-0378
4-Book

Pew End Edge Molds

etermine which of our 
nine Edge Molding 

selections will give your pew 
ends the right fi nishing touch.

Sauder’s computer-controlled 
machinery shapes wood 
precisely, for absolute control 
of both dimension and 
smoothness.

D

Bookracks, Cupholders, and 
Card/Pencil Holders

t Sauder, we offer a 
number of Bookrack, 

Cup and Pencil Holder options 
to choose from.

A

313-0006
Card, Cup, and 
Pencil Holder

308-0001
3-Book

20

09

07

04

313-0007
Card and Pencil Holder
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309-0004

415-4126

415-4105

Kneelers

auder Pew Bodies were
designed to accommodate 

a Kneeler as an integral compo-
nent. They are not simply added 
on as an afterthought, so they are 
properly proportioned and, as a 
result, comfortable.

S
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415-2183

415-2106

415-1705

415-1700

309-0002

Frontals

ew Frontals provide front-
row worshippers with modesty 

screening and support while kneeling.
P

Designed as a stand alone, natural 
extension with the same back pitch 
as the pew, frontals 415-4100 and 
415-4111 can also be used to 
create a defined space for persons 
seated in wheel chairs. 

415-4100 
Veneered 
Panels 
(shown)

415-4111 
Solid Oak 
PanelsNew!



DEFINITY® Seating

How many people can fit in a pew?

Too tight.
According to code, 
a 15' pew will fi t 
ten people.

Too loose.
On Sunday morning, 
a 15' pew seems to fi t 
seven people.

Just right.
Because of DEFINITY’S 
innovative individual 
seat design, a 15' pew 
will fit nine people.

ccording to code, 
eighteen inches is 

how much space each person is 
allocated in a pew. However, that 
doesn’t always reflect reality, and 
people often spread out, taking 
up 24" or more. Our DEFINITY 
Seating was designed to help 
define maximum comfortable 
spacing — the fi rst combination
of bench-type seating with
removable, individualized seats.

DEFINITY Seating:

• Maximizes your seating 
capacity as ushers can see 
exactly how many seats are 
available.

• Fits all Sauder pew styles and 
pew end designs.

• Available in 19", 20", 21" or 22" 
seat widths.

• Seat widths can be adjusted for 
varying length pew layouts.

• Allows for more fabric options 
than standard pews.

• Seats can be numbered for 
concerts or other special events.

• Removable cushions make 
cleanup and re-upholstery 
a snap.

For more information, 
please request a copy of our 
DEFINITY Seating brochure. 
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UNITY® Seating

ur beautiful and 
 functional UNITY 
Seating is the perfect solution 
for those congregations wanting 
the versatility of chairs with 
the appearance of pews. Uphol-
stered and non-upholstered 
styles are available in both stacking 
and non-stacking models.

For more information, 
please request a copy of our 
UNITY Seating brochure.

Chairs

hairs are the ideal solution 
to supplemental seating 

for special events or in areas where 
greater flexibility is required. 
Sauder offers a wide selection of 
stacking and folding chairs for 
the worship environment, 
meeting areas, and classrooms. 
With multiple options in wood 
stain and upholstery fabrics, 
Sauder chairs can be crafted to 
coordinate with any decor.

For more information on Sauder’s
complete line of chair models, 
please request a copy of our 
Chair Style Selection Guide.

Chancel Furniture

hancel furniture is 
available to complement 

our worship seating line. Contact 
your Sauder Sales Representative 
for more information.

OakLok 202-2100 Paragon 232-2300 Vantage 702-8730

PlyLok 702-8702 PlyFold 702-8201 Wedgewood 
732-4006 (high-back)

Available in low, mid, 
and high-back.

UNITY Seating 330-6120 non-stacking 
model, 20" upholstered seat,
wood back

All styles available in 
20", 40", and 60" lengths

C

C

O

Other Seating and Furniture Solutions from Sauder
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Leading the way

www.sauderworship.com

At Sauder, we’ve been helping communities of every faith 
achieve their visions of prayerful interiors. For more than 60 years, 

we’ve worked closely with designers, architects, committees, 
and clergy from all over the world, listening to their hopes, their 

wishes, their dreams and their fears.

And we have done our best to respond, building a legacy that we, 
as a company, are very proud of.

Today, there are more than twenty-fi ve thousand 
congregations worshiping on Sauder pews and chairs.

That, more than any other fact, testifi es to 
the principles of stewardship and service 

that all of us at Sauder Manufacturing work hard 
to live up to every day.

Sauder Manufacturing Co.

930 W. Barre Road
Archbold, Ohio 43502-0230

Phone:  419-446-9384
Fax:  419-446-3697

Toll Free: 800-537-1530 
(Canada and USA)

E-mail Address:

sales@sauderworship.com

© 2004 Sauder Manufacturing Company 09/04 5000 CEN


